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Respected surgeons discuss key features and advantages of the CATALYS Precision Laser System.
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FLACS Landscape

George O. Waring IV, MD: Cataract surgeons in the United States began using femtosecond lasers in 2011, and we have seen steady growth ever since. Results of a Market Scope study showed that 62% of ophthalmologists who attended the 2015 MillennialEYE Live Meeting were offering femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery (FLACS) versus the national average, which was 39%.

Dr. Donaldson, tell us about your experience with the femtosecond laser in your academic practice.

Kendall E. Donaldson, MD: We acquired our CATALYS Precision Laser System (Johnson & Johnson Vision) in 2012, and being involved in the introduction of femtosecond laser technology for cataract surgery has been exciting. Not only is it exciting for us to have a new tool, but the possible use of laser technology is exciting for our patients, who associate lasers with precision.

Dr. Waring: In 2016, Market Scope reported that approximately half of surgeons polled are either currently offering femtosecond laser technology to their cataract patients or are planning to offer it in the next year (Figure 1). To have this sort of paradigm shift in only 5 years is remarkable. What has been your experience in terms of adoption in your community, Dr. Liang?

Eva Liang, MD: Just a few of us in the community were offering femtosecond cataract surgery in 2013 when I opened my practice, but over the years, more surgeons have come on board. I believe conversion rates depend on the platform you use and the confidence you have in your equipment (See Not All Femtosecond Lasers Are Created the Same on page 4).

Dr. Waring: Nearly three-fourths of surgeons are now using femtosecond lasers to create LASIK flaps, according to the 2016 ASCRS Clinical Survey, but that utilization rate represents a decade or more of adoption. Dr. Donaldson, do you foresee similar growth in the use of femtosecond lasers for cataract, such as the CATALYS System used for cataract surgery only and not LASIK? What are the barriers to adoption?

INDICATIONS: The OptMedica CATALYS Precision Laser System is indicated for use in patients undergoing cataract surgery for removal of the crystalline lens. Intended uses in cataract surgery include anterior capsulotomy, phacofragmentation, and the creation of single plane and multi-plane arc cuts/incisions in the cornea, each of which may be performed either individually or consecutively during the same procedure.
Dr. Donaldson: The main reason why surgeons have not adopted femtosecond technology for their cataract surgeries is the financial investment, according to the 2016 ASCRS Clinical Survey. This is understandable, because incorporating femtosecond technology into your surgeries is a commitment. In addition to acquiring the technology and devising a marketing plan, you must train your staff and educate your patients so that everyone is on board and believes in this technology.

The second barrier cited by some surgeons is that they are waiting for confirmation that the improvements in outcomes warrant the expense. They want to see the gain relative to the investment. I think the comparatively rapid acceptance of the femtosecond laser for LASIK was related to complications associated with the microkeratome. There were clear differences with regard to safety. We are still accumulating safety data for cataract surgery.

Dr. Liang: I believe some physicians are somewhat tentative about adopting new technology because of how it changes things in the OR. To me, having a laser like the CATALYS, which, in my experience, is easy to dock and comfortable for patients, is a no-brainer.

Gary Wörtz, MD: I view the femtosecond laser as a tool, and as with any tool, you must use it in different ways until you learn how it works best in your hands. An advantage with the CATALYS is that you can customize it to your own needs (Figure 2).

Dr. Waring: The intuitive interface of the CATALYS system is one of its strong points. It is simple to navigate and offers a user-friendly experience.

Explaining FLACS to Patients

Dr. Waring: How has having the CATALYS laser influenced your conversations with patients? How do you introduce the concept of using a laser for cataract surgery to patients?

Dr. Donaldson: Patients hear about the femtosecond laser from me first. I tell every patient about all available options, and then explain what I feel is best for him or her. I always begin the conversation, and my surgical coordinator takes it to the next level. In order for FLACS to be successful, the surgeon has to believe in it and attain a level of understanding through research and working with colleagues. When you understand and believe in the benefits for your patients, that belief is propagated to your staff and your patients.

Dr. Waring: Dr. Liang, what is the usual protocol in your practice?

Dr. Liang: Most of our patients are referred to us specifically for cataract surgery. They undergo testing, and they watch videos while their pupils are dilating, so they already have some basic information before they see the surgeon who discusses their options. Our surgical counselor finalizes the details with them.

Dr. Waring: We follow a similar routine in my practice. Our staff members educate patients throughout their consultation process. Patients watch videos that explain advanced technology while their pupils are dilating, after which we discuss the options and associated benefits and what procedure we feel is the best fit. Our staff members are trained to deliver consistent messaging throughout each patient’s experience, which is important.

Advanced Technology Options

Dr. Waring: How do you present the various options available with the femtosecond laser? Do you offer them as “premium” packages? Dr. Wörtz, what is your approach?

Dr. Wörtz: This is a key point. I describe the laser as a tool and explain that just as we use the latest technology in our preoperative testing, so do we use the laser during surgery to ensure predictable outcomes. I emphasize outcomes more than any specific tool, because everything has to work in concert to ensure a good outcome. I definitely feel the CATALYS laser plays a key role in that. We present the laser as part of a premium package.

Dr. Donaldson: At the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, we have two levels of upgrade. First, I explain routine cataract surgery, and then I describe our refractive cataract surgery packages. One option is astigmatism correction, and it includes additional testing and the use of the laser as part of the overall procedure. The second option is our presbyopia package, which also includes the laser and all of the necessary testing. These packages, of course, include the implantation of a toric, multifocal, or extended-depth-of-focus IOL.

I keep the explanations as simple as possible, so patients do not

PRECAUTION: Patients must be able to lie flat and motionless in a supine position and able to tolerate local or topical anesthesia.
Not All Femtosecond Lasers Are Created the Same

**Dr. Wörtz:** My first experience with a femtosecond laser was in 2012, when I was working in a different practice. It was an early version of another platform, and I quickly became dissatisfied with it and stopped using it. At that time, I was experiencing frustrations with docking and still having incomplete capsulotomies from time to time. We should recognize that all laser platforms have evolved since that time. However, I clearly had a false start with femtosecond technology.

After a few years, I joined a new practice that had a CATALYS laser system already up and running. This was a system that really worked. The laser was fantastic. It was easy to learn and the precision was higher. I adapted quickly to the CATALYS laser.

Over time, I have seen the platform become even more robust. For me, it has been fun experience. When we are excited about a technology and we see the precision and the results, it is easy to talk to patients about that. When they see that we are confident about a tool that we want to use, it is much easier for them to make that decision.

**Dr. Donaldson:** We have three different laser platforms at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute. My technicians who run the lasers like the CATALYS system because it is intuitive and user friendly, and they appreciate the many safeguards built into the system. With all of the laser platforms, errors are possible, but our technicians love the CATALYS laser because it takes responsibility out of their hands by internalizing many safeguards and mechanisms for security throughout the procedure.

**Dr. Liang:** I introduced a femtosecond laser for cataract surgery into my practice when I opened in 2013. I started with a different platform, and I did not have the same sort of conviction when educating patients as I do now when discussing the CATALYS system. In my community, just a few of us were offering femtosecond technology, even back in 2013, but over the years more people have jumped on board.

Conversion rates are different among the surgeons I know, and I have noticed that it often depends on the platforms they use. When you are confident with your technology, the message will be evident when you educate patients on their options. Having used three different lasers, I can say that not all lasers are created equal (Figure 3), and the CATALYS system is my favorite. It delivers higher precision and accuracy.

---

**Figure 3. Example of a capsulotomy generated by the CATALYS (A) and other systems: LenSx System SoftFit Patient Interface (B,C), Victus System I (D), and Victus System II (E).**

---

Workflow Optimization

**Dr. Waring:** Efficiencies and flow are important considerations when introducing new technology into the OR. Earlier we touched on potential barriers to adopting laser technology, but we did not discuss efficiency. Inefficiency can be a barrier, not only in the clinic but, more importantly, in the OR.

**Dr. Donaldson:** I practice in an academic setting, which is a less efficient model than private practice. We have three femtosecond lasers: two, including our CATALYS laser, are located in the OR, and one is located outside the OR. We have found that we add 7 minutes to each case when the laser is in the OR. When the laser is outside the OR, we reduce our time by 5 minutes.

OR time does depend on the location of the lasers. I think most doctors in private practice place the laser outside the OR for some of these reasons.

**Dr. Waring:** Dr. Wörtz, what is your usual workflow? Have you made any changes since you began using the femtosecond laser?
"I was one of those people who thought, 'I am a good surgeon. I do not need a laser,' until a friend encouraged me to try it. After the first case, I realized that incorporating the femtosecond laser into my practice was a no-brainer."

—Eva Liang, MD

**Dr. Wörtz**: Our femtosecond laser is set up in a separate room across from our ORs. We try to alternate standard or insurance-based surgery with a FLACS case, and ideally I rotate among three rooms. I operate on a standard case, a femtosecond case, and another standard case. By the time I return to the first room, a patient scheduled for FLACS is there.

I have changed the way I use the femtosecond laser. I do not use it for the primary and sideport incisions, only for the capsulotomy, lens chops, and arcuate corneal incisions. I have adjusted my settings so that I can do an efficient four-quadrant chop and not do any lens fragmentation.

**Dr. Waring**: Dr. Liang, how do you maintain efficiency? Have you changed anything since you began using the femtosecond laser?

**Dr. Liang**: Actually, my mindset has changed. When I first adopted FLACS, I was worried about adding additional steps, but at the end of the day, the patient is choosing a premium service, and I think it is perfectly reasonable for the surgery to take longer.

Initially, as we developed our routine and flow, we decided our most efficient approach would be to create what we call a femto sandwich. We do two or three basic cases first, while the pupils of patients who will receive FLACS are dilating. We alternate cases—femto, basic, femto, basic—until all femto cases are completed, and then we wrap up the day with basic cases.

Because some extra intraoperative steps are involved for the patients who choose the premium packages, those cases take longer.

I just cannot avoid that. As for efficiency, I am doing a similar number of cases now compared to the number I did before I started using the laser. It might take me a little bit longer at the end of the day, but I think it is worth it for everyone involved.

**Features That Make a Difference**

**Dr. Waring**: The CATALYS laser offers multiple capabilities including: capsulotomy, lens fragmentation or prechopping, corneal arcuate incisions, primary and sideport incisions, Liquid Optics Interface, and image-guided surgery. What features of the CATALYS laser technology intrigued you the most and made you feel like you needed to offer this to your patients?

**Dr. Liang**: I was one of those people who thought, “I am a good surgeon. I do not need a laser,” until a friend encouraged me to try it. After the first case, I realized that incorporating the femtosecond laser into my practice was a no-brainer.

One of the best features of the CATALYS is that it locates the anatomical center of the lens and puts your capsulotomy there, which definitely helps with premium IOL centration. If I have a complicated case and need optic capture, I know exactly how big my capsulotomy is. In addition, the fragmentation is precise.

Before I tried the CATALYS laser, I thought it would not make much of a difference. Being in the driver’s seat and doing a case that has been prefragmented or treated with the femtosecond laser really does make a difference. The arcuate incisions are also precise and customizable.

**Dr. Waring**: Dr. Wörtz, what made you choose the CATALYS system?

**Dr. Wörtz**: Two words describe why I prefer the CATALYS laser: intuitive and precise. The platform is so intuitive, it seems like it was designed by surgeons with a surgeon’s mindset. Docking is easy. The interface locates anatomical surfaces consistently.

**Dr. Donaldson**: One of the main strengths of the CATALYS system is that it was designed specifically for intraocular surgery, not derived from systems designed for corneal surgery, as is the case with some of the other laser platforms being used for cataract surgery.

After working with several laser platforms, I can really see the differences, whether it is in the precision of the optical coherence tomography-guided imaging or the safeguards that are incorporated.
Advantages of a Femtosecond Capsulotomy

Dr. Waring: In your hands, is the CATALYS laser capsulotomy more sustainable in shape and size than a free-hand capsulotomy?

Dr. Wörtz: Whenever I have had a skip area or an area where the capsulorhexis was incomplete, it was always because of an opacification in the cornea (Figure 4). In one case, the cornea dried out somewhat, either while the patient was being prepped or while the pupil was dilating. When I noticed that the cornea was exhibiting some superficial punctate keratitis, I knew I needed to be aware of that area. Just like anything else in surgery, it is a dynamic situation.

Good Candidates

Dr. Waring: How do you determine which patients are likely to be good candidates for FLACS?

Dr. Donaldson: Patients ask me this question every day. When patients have dense cataracts, I tell them, yes, you may benefit. I also feel that my arcuate incisions benefit patients (Figure 5). Everyone who chooses premium lenses in our practice, whether toric or presbyopia-correcting, is treated with the femtosecond laser, if they are a suitable patient.

During the New Orleans Academy of Ophthalmology Symposium held in February, I asked the approximately 200 attendees, “If you were having cataract surgery today, would you choose the femtosecond laser or your traditional cataract surgery?” All but one person raised their hands in favor of the femtosecond laser.

Many of them were not even performing femtosecond cataract surgery but indicated they would prefer it for themselves. To me that indicates that even surgeons who are not willing to invest in a femtosecond laser now believe it is the technology of the future. I believe the femtosecond laser will help us integrate specialized treatment programs so that each patient can have a custom cataract surgery.

Dr. Wörtz: Will implementing femtosecond laser technology help the general population of all cataract patients? I think the clear answer is yes. By making multiple steps of the surgery precise, we can deliver excellent outcomes for most of our patients.

Conclusion

Dr. Waring: I want to thank all of our panelists for sharing their pearls and experiences with FLACS with the CATALYS Precision Laser System. I think we all agree that performing cataract surgery with the assistance of a femtosecond laser is an exciting new chapter in our field. Having image guidance alone for the first time is a game-changer. Just imagine where we will be in 5 or 10 years. I personally believe that we will be using femtosecond laser technology for a majority of cases in cataract surgery and lens surgery in general.

5. ASCRS Clinical Survey 2016.

Figure 5. Arcuate incisions are clinically validated within: 0.83 ± 0.66% of intended optical zone, 0.22 ± 0.20° of intended axis, and 0.22 ± 0.29° of intended length. Images show the CATALYS treatment plan (A), OR view (B), and blunt dissection (C).
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